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Second chances are hard to come by. When this Wolf gets one, he's determined to hold on with both hands! She's on the run from her
ex-husband to protect her half-Shifter daughter. He's trying to clear his name after being falsely convicted of a crime. Fate has
brought them to the same seaside town, but the rest is up to them. Will he ignore his Wolf's claim that she is his mate? Can she
somehow learn to love again? Find out in this classic romance tale with a furry twist! An Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance
featuring a Wolf Shifter looking for a second chance who meets his fated mate. Keywords: alpha, werewolf, shifter, wolf shifter,
urban fantasy, fantasy romance, paranormal holiday romance, shifter christmas romance, wolf pack series, werewolf romance ebook,
paranormal fiction series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel, shifter mates, fated mates, instalove romance short, sexy shifter
book, sexy paranormal romance book, steamy paranormal romance novel, steamy wolf shifter mates, strangers to lovers, instant
attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated mates novella, soul mates, destined mates, wolf shifter pack fated mates series, christmas
wolf shifter mates, holiday paranormal romance, wolf guard fated mate series complete, curvy heroine romance, curvy girl reads,
bbw romance, alpha wolf hero, instant love, romantic comedy, PNR romcom, romcom series, wolf pack lovers
A shifter on the run for her life. When Mairi spots two winged creatures flying high above her in the Scottish Highlands, she hides.
Are they the same beasts who murdered her clan? Bryce, beta of his clan, senses someone spying on him. When he discovers an
intruder, he pins her down, and stares into the eyes of a flame-haired beauty. When Mairi reveals who she is and why she's on the
run, Bryce must decide how to act. His clan may be targeted next. If you like shifters in kilts, paranormal romance, and forbidden
love, you'll be hooked by this series. Escape to a mystical Scottish isle with five brothers. Binge this complete series today!
After finding herself the subject of a powerful psychic attack in the 1930's, famed British occultist Dion Fortune wrote this detailed
instruction manual on protecting oneself from paranormal attack. This classic psychic self-defense guide explains how to understand
the signs of a psychic attack, vampirism, hauntings, and methods of defense. Everything you need to know about the methods,
motives, and physical aspects of a psychic attack and how to overcome it is here, along with a look at the role psychic elements play
in mental illness and how to recognize them. This is one of the best guides to detection and defense
Sometimes things that go bump in the night make the best bodyguards.When Iliona is attacked by a demon, help comes from an
unexpected source... Cal, the hot gargoyle from her local coffee shop. Her stone hottie has some secrets of his own though, namely a
'twin' born of stone and just as hot as he is. With everything from a demon to redcaps trying to kill her, can Iliona track down a serial
killer before she becomes his next victim?Born of stone to protect... They'll stop at nothing to keep her safe.Freed from their curse
Cal and Gran relish their new freedom. Working at Frankie's Coffee Shop isn't the most glamorous, but it beats sitting on the roof of
a church. And for Cal, Frankie's has another advantage...the curvy beauty who comes in for coffee. He feels a pull toward her he
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can't explain, especially not to Gran, who hates anything human.When the chips are down, Gran comes through, but will the secret
he's kept close to his heart for centuries destroy them all?
The Book of Protection
Dragon's Chase
Doubly Claimed
Warr
A Collection of Paranormal Romance & Urban Fantasy Short Stories
Treasured by a Tiger
When Amelia Caldwell tries to begin a new life, she discovers that her birthmark means
more than it seems. She has been marked by a vampire's soul; not only does she hold his
soul, she is also his soulmate. Mitchell lange has been searching almost a century for
his soulmate and is determined not to let Amelia go. Since Amelia has no intention of
belonging to anyone, they both become trapped on an emotional rollercoaster. As Amelia
searches for answers, she becomes caught in the middle of a deadly game of revenge and is
forced to realize that you can't run from destiny.
Sixteen year old Regan Stone has her life all mapped out. Every choice, from her dual
credit classes to the out-of-state university she's selected is deliberate. She even has
a no-romance stipulation to avoid dangerous distractions. What Regan didn't anticipate
was the sudden change in her best friend, Lane, leaving only glimpses of the boy she grew
up with. The bombshell Lane drops on her weeks before he leaves for college compels
Reagan to come to terms with her own feelings. This summer may change everything.
This Spider Shifter is about to get caught in a web of love! The owner of the
Underworld’s premier boutique, Metamorphosis, is too busy to find a boyfriend. But when
the Goddess of Love decides to fix her up, what choice does she have? It’s off to a round
of speed dating for the sassy Spider Shifter. But Arachne has her misgivings. After all,
who could love an eight-legged freak like her? Everyone knows Griffin Jara is the most
lethal legate in the Daemonium Guard. When his boss calls him in with a special request,
Griff just can’t say no. But how can he attend the Underworld Cafe's Wednesday night
speed dating event when he can’t get close enough to a female to touch her? It’s a
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problem. And one he can’t solve alone. Luckily, his boss knows just who to call. Can the
half-Demon and the spider queen work together in this steamy paranormal romance tale?
Arachne is book twelve in the Speed Dating with the Denizens of the Underworld shared
world, filled with lustful half-Demons, sultry Spider Shifters, and more.
He’s found his mate. But can he convince her that he’s her dragon? Working for the
Paranormal Protection Agency has never been boring, but shadow-dragon Duke didn’t expect
to meet his mate in the line of duty. He certainly didn’t expect a warrior every inch his
match, or for her to slap him across the ass with her tail and take off across the city.
With Baron on a very personal protection detail, Duke has to fly solo on the pair’s
investigation into the warlock who nearly killed Baron’s mate. Just one problem, his mate
is working with the warlock. So, dead or alive, he has to bring her in… She found the one
thing she didn’t want. Her mate. Now she needs to get rid of him before he ruins her
mission… Sleeping for centuries has it’s drawbacks, Chase knew that going in. What she
didn’t expect was to wake with a Warlock’s spelled collar around her neck and to find her
charge, the Queen’s daughter, in a cage. Vowing to free them both will take skill and
strength and she doesn’t need the distraction of a hot as hell male dragon trying to make
his claim on her. Even though her heart aches to complete their joining, she can’t. Not
yet. The mission, or her heart. Can she have both? Or will she need one to complete the
other? Keywords: dragon shifter romance, dragon romance, shifter mate romance, fairytale
romance, paranormal romance ebooks, paranormal romance, paranormal romance series,
paranormal romance adult,
A Limited Edition Collection of Magical Paranormal Romance and Urban Fantasy Tales
Shaman Or Sherlock?
A Fated Mates Tiger Shifter Paranormal Romance (Eternal Mates Paranormal Romance Series
Book 14)
A free steamy monster romance book for your to read and download
Dark Resurrections
Psychic self-defense: The Classic Instruction Manual for Protecting Yourself Against
Paranormal Attack
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A new adult paranormal romance that will remind you of the magic of true love… The Stone of Thieves—for centuries its magnetic draw
has twisted the hearts of ambitious men and women with the promise of power, passion, and intrigue until it fell into the hands of
unlikely thieves Robin and her boyfriend Creek. But can they steal their destiny away from the curse that pursues this magnificent
ruby heart? As the stone begins to spread its sorcery, Robin races to find her long-lost mother in Italy in the hopes of discovering the
truth about her unique gypsy heritage and the ruby heart that is rumored to steal souls. Yet when the desire for this stone by powerful
members of her family threatens their very lives, Creek decides to take matters into his own hands to protect Robin, his greatest
treasure of all… Stone of Thieves is a sensual, stand-alone new adult romance and the sequel to Robin in the Hood in the Robbin’
Hearts Series. Due to mature themes, readership is advised for ages 17+.
Will this Alpha Omega pair discover their fated mate? Needing a break from her nightmare boss, Ginger is more than ready for the
Freeman sisters’ annual vacation. She loves being a preschool teacher. If only her supervisor would keep his comments about her
weight to himself! This feisty redhead is sick and tired of having to eat in her car to avoid the man’s snide looks and rude comments. A
weekend getaway with her siblings is just what she needs! With a pitcher of watermelon margs, some tasty bear claws from the hotel
bakery, and plenty of beach time, Ginger is determined to enjoy her stay on Moongate Island. She might even meet a man or two for
some no-complications fun! Misha Orson is a Kodiak Bear Shifter and the Alpha of his multi-Shifter Clan on Kodiak Island. Along
with his Omega, Constantine Ross, a Roosevelt Elk Shifter, he oversees the health and safety of their small and tight knit community.
Desperate to find their third, they travel to Moongate Island for a secret meeting of the Council of Triads. But they never expected to
find her in the very same hotel. The beautiful human is exactly what they always wanted. They just have to convince her she is theirs,
forever and always.
From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Cynthia Brint: Farra's life is in shambles. She's lost her parents, lost her
job and she's about to lose her apartment. So when Grault, the sharp featured dark-eyed stranger who shows up on her doorstep in the
middle of the night, informs her she just inherited a house from a grandmother she never knew, she thinks her prayers are answered.
Little does ordinary Farra know that her grandmother was a witch and her house was really a hotel for strange, ethereal creatures.
Headstrong and practical, she dives in and runs the place her own way -- much to the concern of Grault, who knows that secrets breed
in the very shadows of the living, breathing house. With his own secrets to hide, can he protect this stubborn, beautiful, frustrating
human that he's falling in love with? Protected by Stone is 295 pages of whimsical, urban fantasy mixed up in the shadowy embrace of
steamy romance. For ages 17+ Urban Fantasy, Paranormal Romance, Coming of Age, and New Adult Romance!
My life sucks.All the other human breeders have males who are head over heels for them, but do I get that? Nope. Not even close. My
alien is the future king of the Dravian race and believe me, he acts like a royal jerk.Yeah, sure, he's hot as hell, but that is not the
point.Anyway, I'm still trying to figure out how to get him to do what I want when I stumble onto plans for an assassination. I decide to
get involved because if anyone is going to kill the sexy prince it's going to be me. Especially if he calls me his "namori" one more time.
Whatever that means.So now I'm trying to keep us alive, but he's making everything difficult with his kisses and his... well let's just say
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I better keep my mind focused and my legs, er... mouth closed.House of Kaimar Series:Book 1: The Commander's Captive (Lia &
Varek)Book 2: The Monarch's Mate (Morgan & Zaden)Book 3: The Bodyguard's Breeder (Eleanor & Kade)Book 4: The Legislator's
Lover (Natalie & Kolton)Book 5: The Healer Hellion (Skylar & Braxton) *It's not necessary, but highly recommended that the series
be read in order.
Heart of Steel: A Paranormal Protector Tale
Ghosts in Contemporary Folklore
Summer's End
Being a Collection of Charms, Now Ed. for the First Time from Syriac Mss
Knights of Stone: Bryce
A Steamy Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance featuring an Tiger Shifter and his fated mate
Hearts of StoneParanormal Protection Agency, #1
To save his race, he must keep the chosen virgin pure. But she has other plans… A shapeshifting unicorn desperate to
save his race... The last guardian of his kind, Markos Ambrostead must keep the chosen Virgin hidden and untainted. But
when an attacker breaches his protective magic, he’s forced to reveal himself to defend her life. A tenacious woman who
refuses to be ignored... Celia Hawkins wishes the world would get a clue and stop treating her like she’s invisible. Only
one man notices her, or is that her imagination? After narrowly escaping an attempted rape, she demands answers from
her mysterious rescuer—starting with why he’s been following her. Rules were made to be broken... Markos can’t risk
being tempted by the Virgin, yet emboldened by his attention, Celia’s determined to become his friend. Maybe more.
Maybe much more. Now he must hold onto his crumbling willpower to maintain her purity—or his tribe will become
extinct. ***** Note: For adult readers--contains hot sex scenes and edgy situations. For an introduction to the Mythos
Legacy world, check out the free short story Unintended Guardian! Tags: shapeshifter romance books, contemporary
fantasy romance, unicorn shifter romance, virgin hero romance, strong female character lead, non-human paranormal
fantasy romance, virgin, unicorn, myth, legend, ritual, spell, magic
Despised by his tiger shifter pride as an abomination, Grey has ventured far from home, deep into the bowels of Hell in
search of answers about the machinations of Archangel, the mortal hunter organisation who held his twin captive. With
no knowledge of the realm, and little skill with the local languages, he quickly finds himself at a dead end—until he
crosses paths with a beautiful hellcat female who rouses his darkest most dangerous instincts. Lyra has been a fool,
falling for the charms of a male whose only desire was to make a fast buck by selling her. Shackled and collared, her
strength muted by magic, she awaits her time on the stage at a black-market auction, but before it can come, all hell
breaks loose and she seizes a chance to escape—and runs straight into a majestic warrior who steals her breath away
and tempts her like no other as he battles alone to free everyone. When Lyra offers her services as a translator to repay
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Grey for saving her, will he be strong enough to resist the needs she awakens in him and spare himself the pain of her
inevitable rejection when she discovers the truth about him? And when the powerful male in charge of the slave ring
starts a bloody hunt for Lyra, can she escape another collar and find the courage to trust the tiger who is capturing her
heart? Treasured by a Tiger is the fourteenth book in the Eternal Mates Romance series. This fated mates paranormal
romance can be read out of order and features a tiger shifter hero determined to help his twin and a hellcat shifter
heroine who wants to help him, a cast of dragon shifters, fallen angels and immortals, and lots of action and
adventure--and steamy scenes! All Eternal Mates world books have no cliffhangers, a guaranteed happily ever after,
some strong language and sexy times. Enjoy! If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's DarkHunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able to put down the addictive Eternal Mates series of fated
mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons, angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed world that
will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful paranormal romance series from a New York Times
and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author of over 60 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal
Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince
Book 4: Hunted by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8:
Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by
the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured by a Tiger Book 15:
Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book 18: Scorched
by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus Book 20: Craved by a Wolf Book 21: Bewitched by a Vampire ... next book
in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance series coming soon! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal
romance books for adults, fated mates, fated mates romance, tiger shifter, hellcat shifter, hellcat, tiger, tigers, shifter
romance, cat shifter, feline shifter, immortals, alpha hero, strong heroine, action, long series, adventure, no cliffhangers,
guaranteed HEA, happily ever after
When he is hired by Professor Lovecraft to find the fabled Moonstone, Phaeton Black brings Miss America Jones, the
daughter of a Cajun witch, along on an adventure that leads them to the Orient and puts them both in a compromising
position.
The Vampire's Christmas
Shifter Time
Damon (the Protectors Series)
Hearts of Stone
Protected by Stone: A Paranormal Romance Novel
Regan Stone Series Book One
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Tall, blond and handsome has been tailing her for months. But born a warlock and trained by a demon,
Beth Roark isn't a woman to be put off her game by a pretty face, not even when he almost catches her on
her last job, the last job, the one that will fund her retirement from a life of crime. One soulstealing kiss and she's gone, but he's not that easy to get rid of. And neither are the bully-boy wolves
who first hired her to steal for them and now want her head on a platter. She's mysterious, beautiful
and a professional thief. Werelion Alex Sullivan is the best at what he does, tracking people who don't
want to be found, but even with his skills, bringing in infamous antiquities thief 'The Cat' is proving
to be somewhat difficult. She's as good at not being caught as he is at catching people. When he gets
the drop on her, he realizes why. She's a magic user. And his mate. Just one problem, the people who own
the artefact she just stole want it back... and her dead. He needs to find her before they do, or risk
losing his mate before he can make her his... NB - please be aware this title was previously released as
'Bad Moon Rising' and has not been extended. Keywords: paranormal romance ebooks, shifter romance
kindle, alpha male, romance reads, paranormal romance, paranormal romance books for adults, shifter,
shifter kindle books, shifter love, shifter paranormal romance,ifter lion, shifter love, shifter
paranormal romance, warlock romance, warlock kindle, warlock novel
She must marry the king of hell to save the demon who stole her heart. After eons in enchanted slumber,
dragon queen Baby is finally enjoying life. Determined to take advantage of every opportunity and with a
deep need to prove she’s more than a spoiled royal, she joins the PPA as an operative. But that brings
her into daily contact with the irritating half pixie, Rat. Unlike most, she see’s through his disguise
to the man beneath the arrogant bad boy act. A bad boy she’s in danger of losing her heart to… She’s too
good for him but that’s not going to stop this demon prince from claiming what he wants. The instant Rat
saw dragon queenling Baby, he swore to make her his. One night. That was all he needed. All he told
himself he needed. But one night will never be enough, ever… Somehow he has to find a way to keep her by
his side, even as his father presses him to take a demon to wife and ensure the succession of the
throne. He doesn’t want a demon as his mate. He wants a dragon queen… When political games of the demon
kind threaten to take her from him forever. So what’s a demon to do? He’ll do what demons do best… lie,
scheme and cheat to get what he wants, before it’s too late. NB - This title was originally published as
'One Night with the Demon Prince' and has been revised and extended. Keywords: dragon shifter romance,
dragon romance, dragon queen, fantasy romance novels, dragon shifter romance ebook, demon, demons, pixie
romance book, paranormal romance ebooks, romance reads, paranormal romance, paranormal romance books for
adults
Damon DeMasters is a vampire warrior who has taken an oath to not only protect his own kind, but humans
as well. Crimson Rush is the new drug and it's their duty to find who is behind the selling of vampire
blood and stop it. As a social worker, Nicole Callahan fights for the right of every child placed in her
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care. There's a war now as vampires have stepped out into the spotlight taking their place in society
and the children are at the heart of it all. Damon and his fellow warriors have been ordered by the
Vampire Council to train Nicole and her colleagues against the dangers they now face in their new world.
Even as sparks fly and tensions mount, Nicole and Damon depend on each other to protect the children of
both races.
Enter a magical world of sassy heroines and mystical creatures... Fall under the spell of these
outstanding USA TODAY and Bestselling authors as they spin unforgettable tales of witches, demons,
dragons, shifters, and more. Explore enchanting worlds filled with magic, unexpected twists, strong
leading ladies, and just the right amount of flirty romance. This limited edition collection of BRAND
NEW paranormal romance and urban fantasy books will take you on a thrilling joy ride you won’t soon
forget. ??? Authors Featured in Midnight Magic ??? Gina Kincade C.D. Gorri Laura Greenwood Juliana
Haygert Rebekah R. Ganiere Louisa Bacio Siera London Susannah Shannon Ariel Dawn Fiona Starr Julie
Morgan Taya Rune Taylor Aston White Quell T. Fox Autumn Breeze Asa Maria Bradley Kate Rudolph M.C.
Solaris Emilia Rose Mia Meade Hanleigh Bradley Pepper McGraw McKayla Schutt Lilith Darville Cover by JJ
King
His Darkest Hunger
Stone of Thieves
Midnight Magic
Paranormal Protection Agency, #1
The Soul's Mark: Found
The Ghost Bird Series #1

First they stole her planet. Then they stole her sister… Her twin might have surrendered to the enemy, but Max
will never stop fighting the alien warriors that conquered Earth. She’s the leader of a rebel army determined to
fight for freedom and the future of the human race. The Tolath are her enemies, and she will never surrender to
any of them… especially not to him. Warr is coming… He let her escape him once. She won’t get away again. Warr
caught her scent once, and he’ll never forget it. Whoever she is, wherever she is, he’ll find her. And when he
does he will learn all her secrets and teach her the consequences of running from a Tolathian general. His
mission - retrieve his target and bring her back untouched and unclaimed. But no plan survives contact with the
enemy, and Max is like no adversary he’s ever faced before. She’s beautiful, dangerous… and his. This series
contains hot, growly aliens on a mission to find their mates - and a group of women determined to free their
planet... and themselves. ?Keywords: alien romance, shifter romance, alpha hero, alien invasion romance
While searching for a missing client, Mara Kincaide, who operates a shelter for women, is transported to the
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realm of Gargoyles, a race of shape-changing immortals who have protected humanity for centuries, and "given"
to Connor Rihyad, who might be the man of her dreams, or her nightmares. Original.
Tiger Shifter Alex Kensington might be a hotshot in the city where he is the Beta of the Island Stripe Pride, but
things are different at the Jersey Shore... In Maccon City on business for his Neta, he runs into the one person
he never expected to meet. His fated mate. Margaret Flint is just trying to live her best life running her late
father’s seaside motel down in the Jersey Shore town of Maccon City. At twenty-nine years old, she never
expected to wind up back at The Sunset Inn, raising her much younger sister, Joelle. When unforeseen events
cause her to be late with her mortgage payment, she learns someone else has bought the loan. Some New York
City business tycoon who is trying to force her out! But Maggie will not give up without a fight. Will Alex follow
his instructions and toss the female out on her ear, or will he claim her as his own? A Steamy Urban Fantasy
Paranormal Romance featuring an Tiger Shifter and his fated mate. Keywords: tiger king romance book, tiger
pride romance ebook, curvy girl romance, fated mates paranormal romance, tiger shifter bbw romance series,
strangers to lovers, instant attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated mates novella, soul mates, destined mates,
shifter romance ebook, paranormal fiction series, strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel, shifter mates, fated
mates, instalove romance short, sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal romance book, steamy paranormal romance
novel, steamy wolf shifter mates, strangers to lovers, instant attraction, shifter pride romance series, urban
fantasy, fantasy romance, paranormal holiday romance, shifter virgin claiming romance, virginal heroine, older
virgin heroine, werewolf romance, wolf shifter romance.
Two forlorn souls, not allowed to love... a heart-melting and erotic love story about a witch and a gargoyle. His
clan took everything from him and forced Vincent to live in the shadows. Shunned by his own kind, his only light
in this darkness is a witch, Noir LeMar. Vincent is her secret guardian. He wants to touch her just once but he
has been cursed by his clan - anything that he touches will die. Demons have wiped out Noir LeMar’s family.
Since then, she’s been fighting a lonely battle. She does not know that she has a protector, who watches her
day and night, while she tries to find her parents’ killers. To save Noir’s life, Vincent has to give up his cover.
Although they are attracted to each other, both know they can never fall in love and feel passion. The
consequences would be devastating. Can their passion survive the threat of death? -- For fans of erotic romance
novels set in a mysterious environment. -- About the author: Inka Loreen Minden is a German author of erotic
and paranormal romances and young adult books. She has so many pseudonyms that people call her 'the multinamed woman’. Inka lives in Munich and shares her home with her husband and son. She has written more than
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twenty-six books—historical, contemporary, and paranormal—and her titles appear regularly on the German
online bestseller charts.
Mated to the Werewolf Next Door: Howls Romance
A gargoyle shifter romance
The Academy - Introductions
The Werelion And The Cat
The Moonstone and Miss Jones
Guardian Wings 1

Ghosts and other supernatural phenomena are widely represented throughout modern culture. They can be found in any number of
entertainment, commercial, and other contexts, but popular media or commodified representations of ghosts can be quite different from
the beliefs people hold about them, based on tradition or direct experience. Personal belief and cultural tradition on the one hand, and
popular and commercial representation on the other, nevertheless continually feed each other. They frequently share space in how
people think about the supernatural. In Haunting Experiences, three well-known folklorists seek to broaden the discussion of ghost lore by
examining it from a variety of angles in various modern contexts. Diane E. Goldstein, Sylvia Ann Grider, and Jeannie Banks Thomas take
ghosts seriously, as they draw on contemporary scholarship that emphasizes both the basis of belief in experience (rather than mere
fantasy) and the usefulness of ghost stories. They look closely at the narrative role of such lore in matters such as socialization and
gender. And they unravel the complex mix of mass media, commodification, and popular culture that today puts old spirits into new
contexts.
Noir...if he could touch her only once, he would sacrifice his life. Dullness spread in his chest. Of course, Noir's protection had priority over
his own cravings. Like always, he had no other choice but to drool over her from a distance. How robust was a gargoyle heart, really?
Hearts of Stone is a heart-melting love story about a witch and a gargoyle. Two forlorn souls, not allowed to love... His Clan took
everything from him and forced Vincent to live in the shadows. Shunned by his own kind, his only light in the dark is the witch Noir LeMar.
He is her secret guardian. He wants to touch her-only once-but his Clan has cursed him. Demons have wiped out Noir LeMar's family. Ever
since she's fighting a lonely battle. She does not know that she has a protector who watches her day and night, while she tries to find the
killers of her parents. To save Noir's life, Vincent has to give up his cover. Although they feel attracted to each other, both know, they
never can fall in love and feel passion. The consequences would be devastating because everything he touches in his human form turns
into stone. But fate has other plans...
A historical paranormal romance full of heat and spice, gorgeous 19th-century gowns, and powerful royal vampires. The vampire king is
winning the hearts of his race… … but will he lose his true love? It's 1853. Vincent Moretti has spent his entire immortal life training to be
king. He’s powerful both in mind and body. What he hadn’t expected was the overwhelming pressure to be as revered as the kings before
him. Feeling he has to prove himself, despite his birthright, he is frustrated with the graceful and beautiful blonde distraction in his court.
Kate proudly watches Vincent take the throne. She believes the gorgeous, powerful vampire could be her fated mate. Even if he doesn’t
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know it yet. Or won't acknowledge it. When disaster strikes, she's heartbroken when he continues to deny his feelings and allows a male
from her past to comfort her and take her from the court. A male who will not take no for an answer and she knows she's not safe with.
Can Vincent protect his new throne, and overcome his doubts, to go after the woman he denied? Or will he live to regret his stubborn
nature and be too late to protect her? The Vampire’s Christmas is the next installment in this steamy vampire romance series but can be
read as a stand-alone. It features fated mates, plenty of heat, and a beautiful love story as it flashes back to 19th-century England.
Expect lots of spice, gorgeous gowns, strong female heroines, and a bunch of sass from all your favorite Moretti vampires. Get it now!
Set the shifter romance free, the readers said... So they did. Dragons, Bears, Wolves, Vampires, Witches, and more. Delve into the
magical tales in this paranormal romance and urban fantasy collection for zero pennies. What more could you ask for? Snag your happily
ever after today! ★★★ Authors Featured in Paranormal Unbound ★★★ Shifters Unleashed Gina Kincade Erzabet Bishop C.D. Gorri
Rebecca Hefner P. Mattern Julie Morgan Julia Mills Ariel Dawn Lulu M Sylvian Tricia Schneider E.J. Powell Pepper McGraw McKayla Schutt
Sassa Daniels Andra Dill J.A. Belfield
Claiming His Virgin Mate
Family Stone Complete Box Set
The Monarch's Mate
Locked in Stone
The Ghost Bird Series #4
An Urban Fantasy Paranormal Romance featuring a Wolf Shifter looking for a second chance who meets his fated mate.

Someone has set about resurrecting the souls of the Four Horsemen. Each Horsemen is known for their hatred of Humanity and
willingness to do anything to eradicate the breed. Their plan is to use infants as the vessels for the resurrected. With three pregnant women
in her family due any day, Brenna Strachan must find out how they intend to use the infants for the resurrections. As well as discover
exactly who is behind this heinous act. Her adversaries are doing what they can to keep her off their scent, even attacking cities using
mythics to keep her busy. Can Brenna find out who it is and stop them before her own family becomes their prey?
She never expected to summon a demon THIS sinfully sexy… Carline swore off witchcraft for good when she arrived at the Swan River
Colony. But when her home is attacked, she's forced to consult her spell book for the help of a paranormal protector to keep her safe. Only
the smoking hot demon she summons has more than just protection on his mind… Start reading this monster romance series for free now! A
prequel to Demelza Carlton's Heart of Steel gargoyle shifter steamy paranormal romance series Fans of the following authors will enjoy
reading these steamy monster romances: Lindsay Buroker Neil Gaiman Skye MacKinnon Kiera Cass Amanda Hocking Sarah J Maas A
Court of Thorns and Roses Throne of Glass Lidiya Foxglove Anne McCaffrey Tamsin Ley Holly Black Juliet Marillier Kylie Chan Leigh
Bardugo Laura Thalassa Elise Kova Cassandra Clare George RR Martin Kathryn Le Veque Andrzej Sapkowski Keywords: romance books
free, free ebooks, free romance books full novel, free romance, free romance books full novel standalone, free romance books to read and
download, romantic novels, free books to read and download, free fantasy books, free fantasy ebooks, fairy tale books free, beauty and the
beast free books, fantasy free books, fantasy romance books free, fairy tales free, free historical fantasy books, free monster romance book
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Stone Cold Heart: Jess Stone, former FBI sniper, always felt like the kid who looked in the candy store window but could never afford to go
in. But on a humanitarian mission to aid an earthquake ravaged country, finally she finds a place where she fits, in Colin Davies' arms, and
working for Global Humanitarian Relief, her big brother's company. But can the former SAS thaw Jess's stone cold heart? Carved in
Stone: Connor Stone has always been odd man out in his family. Not the oldest, not the most charming, he'd had a lock on the youngest
until another half-sibling came to live with them, so he raised hell in his youth. Con knows now the only way to redeem himself is with
deeds, not words and sets out to prove once and for all he is worthy of the Stone family. When his older brother asks him to take care of
business, Con finally will have redemption he craves. Except when Ava Sanchez, his brother's assistant, is threatened, he must choose
between saving the girl or protecting his family. Will his choice bring him love or break his heart? Heart of Stone: Riley Stone is the
handsome brother, the charming one. Everyone who meets him compares him to his father, which in his mind is not a compliment. But he's
never met a woman he couldn't charm, until he meets Di, an acerbic, smart-mouthed, passionate activist who has no time for him or his
charm. On the run, in the midst of danger, the blistering passion they share explodes. Can these two opposites find common ground, or will
Di smash Riley's stone heart? Still the One: Jack Stone, former Navy SEAL, and oldest Stone sibling is determined to keep his family
strong. Family is everything. So he starts Global Humanitarian Relief and Stone Consulting to do some good and keep his family together.
But when he has to team up with his old flame, Bliss, on a missing persons case, an evil threatens him, his family and the one woman he
could never forget and doesn't want to let go. Can these two former lovers put aside past hurts and heal their hearts? Jar of Hearts: Prickly
Keisha Johnson has the hots for Shane Washington. But she’s not about to reveal her inner soft heart to the player pilot and open herself
up to hurt, until a favor to their boss sends them undercover and under the covers. Can she trust his sensual attention or will he shatter her
fragile heart? Queen of Hearts: Ric Santana is in Las Vegas for his friend’s wedding and some much needed R & R. But the vacation turns
awkward when he discovers his smoking hot one night stand is actually his pal’s stepmother. When Shelley’s life is threatened, Ric doesn’t
hesitate to step into the role of bodyguard and protector. But as Ric grows closer to Shelley, he can’t help but wonder, can he save her life
or will they be too late for love? Cold As Stone: Nothing is ever set in STONE... Former Marine, John Pulaski, the surprise half-brother of
the Stone siblings takes a trial job at Stone Consulting with hopes of making it permanent. Given a mission to find two missing women,
John will stop at nothing to uncover the secrets to their abduction. His stunning and driven partner is the only hitch in his plan. After a
tragic incident two years ago, former FBI agent, Rissa Evans freezes at any sign of conflict, but she's bound and determined to overcome
her personal obstacles to prove to her irresistibly sexy and infuriating partner that she's got what it takes to solve the case. As John and
Rissa dig deeper into the case, their unwanted attraction intensifies, taking them both by surprise. But the two wounded souls have to put
aside their desires, in order to find the monster who steals the lives of innocent women. With time running out and so much on the line, can
they let go of the scars of their past to discover what they're really looking for? This book also includes Jack and Bliss's wedding. :)
With an agoraphobic mother and a barely-there father, Sang abhors the isolation keeping her in the shadows. The only thing Sang craves is
a fresh start and to be accepted as ordinary by her peers, because for her being different meant being cast out alone. When her family moves
to a new school district, Sang infiltrates a group of boys nearly perfect in every way. Grateful for an influence outside of her parents’
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negativity, she quickly bonds with the boys, hoping to blend in and learn from them what it means to have a natural relationship with
friends. Only the boys have secrets of their own and they’ll do anything to keep her safe from the knowledge of the mysterious Academy
that they've sworn allegiance to. Bit by bit, Sang discovers that her friends are far from the normalcy she expected. Will her loyalty change
when she's forced to remain in the dark, or will she accept that she's traded one house of secrets for another? Meet Kota, Victor, Silas,
Nathan, Gabriel, Luke and North in a story about differences and loyalty, truth and mystery, friendships and heart-throbbing intimacy. The
Academy, ever vigilant.
Shadows
A Mythos Legacy Novel
The Native American Detective
Hearts of Stone - Guardian Wings
Stone Cold Heart, Carved in Stone, Heart of Stone, Still the One, Jar of Hearts, Queen of Hearts, and Cold As Stone
Paranormal Unbound
Highlights and explores the range of Native American detective fiction and the many sociocultural
agendas at work in this subgenre of the crime fiction story.
Jaxon Castille: jaguar shifter, warrior, assassin. He has long hungered for the chance to make his
former lover, Libby Jamieson, pay for her deadly betrayal. After three long years he’s finally found
her. The hunt is over… But the Libby that he finds is not what he expected. She has no memory of their
tumultuous affair; of her treachery; of anything beyond her own name. A shadowy and deadly clan has
marked them both for death, and in an instant the game changes: the hunter has become the hunted. On the
run, with the ghosts of their past between them and a dark, desperate hunger quickly reclaiming their
bodies and souls, Libby and Jaxon must discover the truth behind the dark forces working against them.
Together, they must grab hold of a destiny that has the power to either heal them or destroy them. But
the truth is far more shattering than anyone could imagine…
When the moon is high and hearts are prowling, it’s SHIFTER TIME! 16 of your favorite paranormal romance
authors bring you stories of fated mates, passionate kisses, and wild loves that last a lifetime—and
beyond. From single dad to second-chance loves to "no way in heck!" rejected mates or enemies to lovers,
come fly with the dragons and howl with the wolves. Claim your copy, claim your mate, claim your SHIFTER
TIME.
Everything changes the day Cassian Winslow joins my ghost walking tour and knocks my world off its axis.
An unspeakable evil is loose in New Orleans, taking young women and leaving a bloodbath in his wake.
More shadows lurking for me. More unhappy dead. There might be a way to stop it. Open myself up to
Cassian. If I do, it could spell his death. But if I don't, it's mine.
Haunting Experiences
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Arachne
Flesh and Stone
The Academy - Forgiveness and Permission
The Demon Prince’s Dragon Queen
The Paranormal University Files Collection: Skylar

A paranormal category romance from Entangled's Covet imprint... Her enemy is her only hope... Rose Johnson's adoptive mother was
murdered, and Rose is next. She may be the last gargoyle in the world—the last being who stands between this world and the evils of
Otherworld. In order to keep her existence a continued secret, Rose needs to find the stone that holds her adoptive mother's soul. Which means
enlisting the help of her enemies the Sentinels... Sentinel Cal Levesque never forgave himself for failing Rose's family years ago. Seeing Rose
alive is shock enough, until the stunningly beautiful gargoyle attacks him upon sight. As they strike an uneasy peace—and unexpected and
escalating attraction—Cal knows he'll have to tell Rose who really betrayed her family. And with Rose's life in greater danger than ever, Cal has
a chance to make up for the past...as long he doesn't fall in love.
Forgiveness and Permission is the fourth book in The Academy Ghost Bird Series. Sang Sorenson’s abusive mother is secure in a hospital, and
her father has vanished to a new family of his own, leaving Sang and her sister to fend for themselves. Sang is hanging by a thread, and her only
hope is a group of boys she feels she barely knows. She’s never really alone. The Academy team has stepped in, promising to protect and care
for Sang. Kota, Victor, Silas, Nathan, Gabriel, Luke and North take over, showing Sang they can be depended on for anything. But just
because the parents are away, doesn’t mean Sang’s life has become any easier. The newfound freedom will have a higher price than any of
them had imagined. Principal Hendricks now wants to use Sang to exploit Academy secrets. Mr. McCoy has his own dark plans for her.
Enemies are closing in. Sang will need to learn to believe in the boys, and the boys will need to learn to trust her if they want to survive their
rivals. And each other. The Academy, Relentless Trust Keywords: spies, family, young adult, child abuse, coming of age, friendship, action,
adventure, YA, mysteries, thrillers, Charleston, academy, menage, reverse, harem, dysfunctional, relationships, social situations, sleuth, private
detective, neglect, family, families, high, school, sibling, bullies, bullying, love, romantic, romance, teen, drama, love triangle, contemporary,
secrets
When Skylar enrolls in a paranormal academy, she catches the eye of handsome, notorious Gabriel, who’s willing to give her private training.
But danger looms on the horizon, and their relationship could end before it ever begins… Together, they'll face the scariest creatures the
magical world has to offer in this five-book, illustrated collection. Skylar's story is a slow burn romance with romantic scenes that take place in
later books and are not the focus of the story.
Pure Sacrifice
A Limited Edition Paranormal Romance & Urban Fantasy Anthology
An Alien Breeder Romance
A steamy fated mates holiday paranormal vampire romance
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